American Indian Resource center: This year we are hosting our annual powwow. We are requesting $200.00 for our committee the total cost of the event will be total 800. April 26 Oakes salon. rep trust and empowerment. In honor Sophia Garcia at scholarship office for special tribute to her and her 27 committee at UCS and on staff before employed at Stevenson Office. The event is in support of chicano and Indiana communities. Financial aid contributor. Since the pow wow has doubled more we need money for its growth. We are asking the asking student advisory of all college communities to help fundraise and local fundraisers. All of the local community is invited. We are also asking local american indian tribes to attend. The event helps bring Native Americans together culturally and on campus. Don't have to Be America Indian to attend. Request: 200 Total: 800

Kelly: Will there be food?

Rep: Yes there will be food and it will be Zero waste.

El Nuevo Umano Event “new event new human” march 5 at Stevenson even center. Professor will come to speak at event to look at introsexuality of race Sexuality in terms of gender and ethnicities. The idea is to have as many individuals there as possible regardless of who you are. We will be discussing cross cultural differences: racism discrimination domestic abuse. We are here to get a high education so we can meet other individuals we have never crossed paths with and allow open dialogue comfortably. Race class gender will be the over arching concept of it. A large chunk of the event will be discussion, 3 hours total. People will be able to express themselves in
ways they never have before. Allow communities to come out and build connections
with in the community as needed. Open to anyone. Request: 240 Total: 300
ISO: March 7th at Spring Fling Stevenson event center. A way to integrate our or to
larger UCSC community. All students invited an encourage all communities to attend.
Charging admissions will be selling tickets next weekend of weekend after. total: 2,000
Request: 500 Venue request 5 hours including tech crew and police: 400 dj: 800 food
and drinks: 450 decorations: 500. We want all UCSC to know more about our
organization and for our nonactive members to bring friends and meet everyone.
Kelly: How much do admission cost?
Rep: pre sale 3 regular 5 at door 7
Michael: how many people do you anticipate coming?
Rep: We created this event two years ago with another org and we are trying to bring it
back again. We estimate around 300 people to come based off the number of people
who normally attend Stevenson dances.
Kate: Referendum from learning support services houses MSI and writing tutors. Due to
budget cuts and out own Is was for the first time not able to meet for classes. We didn't
have the money to fund last spring quarter. Learning support services on average meets
with roughly a1/8 of the academic students. We hope to have a referendum on ballot
the to raise tuition by 5 dollars to allow students fund Learning Support Services.
David: This vote will state that we sponsor endorsing the referenda on the ballot.
Kate: Total of $36 for unlimited tutoring throughout the entire year.
Jewl: How will this increase budget?
Kate: The Money will go to higher more students to be tutors and with new fee we can provide student tutors and MSI for classes.

Lila: Will this also increase more student jobs?

Kate: Yes

Ghandi: Is there a sunset clause?

Kate: The funding will be permanent.

David: I have been writing a referenda to increase campus student gov fee so SUA can. Currently its 7 per student per quarter. Huge complaint for SUA that students have enacted. Will go from 7 to 36 beginning 2104. Other universities UCSB and UCLA to send more students to conferences they would want to go to. 33% will go back to return to aid. Increase student lobbying and increasing registered student Organizations. Allow funds to sponsor events. If the students cannot support the student government then the student body does not support it.

Edmund: Can we change one it in on the ballot for spring election?

David: SUA in the spring with divvy the money that they have and they would make a decision ad vote once the budget process is done.

David: We currently have $450 in our general fund. Beginning with american indian resource center requesting 200. On april 26 the same day as rock and roll in the knoll.

Lilia: I think it is a good event and they deserve a portion of our 450

Lizzie: Could they get funding from other NA organizations

Ghandi: One of largest events in Spring quarter.

Christine: Would we like to fund them next quarter.

Lilia Motion to fund 50 with request to come back in spring
Request: 200 Awarded: 50

Second Jewel

Yes: 13 No: 1 Abs: 0


Lilia: I think this is great event.

Jewel: It appears as if they are asking us for a majority of the funds.

Jewel: Motion to fund 85

Lilia: second

Abs: 4 Yes: 10 No: 0

Request: 240 Awarded: 85

David: Next is the indian Student organization.

Edmund: According to my calculations they will be receiving 1,500 from an event of 2,000 they could even make a profit.

Kelly: If we fund we should put a stipulation to only fund event center.

Lilia: Personally I wouldn't want to fund this event because it is another event and an even we would have to pay for.

Ghandi: Motion to fund 0

Lilia: second

Yes: 5 No: 0 Abs: 8

Edmund: Motion to SCC sponsor Learning support services association

Jewel: Second

Yes: 14 No: 0 Abs: 0

Lila: We have highest student fees but we have lowest amount for students.
Kelly: I don't think this amendment is a good amendment because we need to work on budgeting our own budget more. Our officers of SUA are already sponsored by large amounts of money.

Edmund: If students want to sponsor this referendum they have the ability to choose for themselves.

Student fee advisory committee: Have chosen not to make a stance on this referendum.

Lila: My personal Philosophy we should put in on the ballots to let students decide unless it in poorly written.

Kelly: The threshold is lower and we need a super majority to pass.

Jewl: I believe this should be passed so students can have this sponsorship of our community.

Ghandi: I still say this should vote no and bring it to SUA. The only way to bring it to SUA and an vote no

Edmund: Motion to sponsor the Referendum to be on the ballot

Lila: second

Yes: 5 No: 4 Abs: 5

Charlsie: Library 24/5 referenda. There will be a grow fee for garden recycle for more sustainability internships. Last year the fee failed 4.20. We can achieve zero waste by 2020. Slug shuttle 3rd time going on the ballot so all students have opportunities for transportation on holidays.

SUA: Shot presentation violence prevention conference the date of concert alternative event. asking 2500 out of 5000 of SUA money.

Ghandi: motion to fund this motion in its entirety
abs: 7 Yes: 6 no: 0

SUA: USSA having a conference called ledge-con in DC would like to attend board meeting to sponsor board meeting. Do we want to fund Shiku to go to these meetings and represent us.

Ghandi: how much is she asking for?

Lilia: There isn't a specific number of funding she is asking to have access to the funds.

Kelly: Office of chair is hiring 6 more office of the Chair. on the ER system. 7213

Lizzie: Lobby Core meeting in merced last weekend to open one medical school at UC Merced.

SCOC: 630 crown Merrill movie event with food. prize give away is a flat screen TV.

Lila: motion to adjourn

Carolyn: second

David: Meeting end 8:58